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Build on blood
Smell it from a mile away
Pope red hot
Blessed the arms and run away
Build on blood
Badness took the gold away
Dope lickshot
We live to fight another day

You can find us in the streets marching
A smell of war but what is the reason starting
Beef over some dogs barking
He ain't gonna bite you walking
Notice us divide us from snakes
They ate our trust they flaunt
Soon come revolution make we chant chant
Find a motivate urge to strike first corrosion on earth
I dedicate this to the rebirth cause time can't be
reversed
I pray and bend my knees to my turf
A cry of freedom heard
The pope blessed the arms with blood money from the
church

(chorus)

It's them against us
So conscious we must be
Beware of crooked eyes
Them no really really love we
Some a plan fl bust we
Hush we
Jah Jah youths rebel
So much ignorance amongst we, amongst we
Us against them try fool we
Build on blood
Babylon's full of cruelty
The crooked system tried school we
Realize these politricks
Cause evil is out to fool we, fool we

(chorus)
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Yelling it's sabotage
Causing economical wars
Politics created murder
They camouflaged the source
This was written
The bible warned we witness how the world gets torned
Tomorrow we just might be gone
God mourns
Facing it's creation falling
The devil's face swollen with a smile
Calling us out
He is gifted with the benefit of doubt
Revealed prophecy
Y'all are supporting hypocrisy possibly captured
By false pretense systematic monopoly.

(chorus)
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